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bol radha bol movie hd 1080pThe present
disclosure relates to a solid-state imaging

device and an imaging apparatus. In
particular, the present invention relates to a
solid-state imaging device and an imaging

apparatus, capable of realizing a configuration
which suppresses color mixing and bleeding of
color information at boundaries of respective
color filter pixels. A solid-state imaging device

such as a complementary metal-oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) image sensor and a

charge-coupled device (CCD) image sensor is
constituted by a plurality of photoelectric
conversion devices (pixels) arranged in a
matrix. A solid-state imaging device (CCD

image sensor) is generally in a form of either a
single-plate image sensor or a two-plate

image sensor in which light signals of three
primary colors (R, G, B) are independently

received by each of a first color filter portion
provided on a transparent glass substrate of

the two-plate image sensor and a second color
filter portion provided on a color separation

prism. The color filter portions have in
advance color filter pixels with filter windows
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corresponding to the respective colors in such
a manner that R signals, G signals and B

signals are produced on the same pixel by
disposing the filter windows on the pixels in

line along the horizontal direction on the pixel
plane. Thereafter, R signals, G signals and B

signals are mixed by a color signal processing
portion, and are output as a color image

signal. In such a solid-state imaging device,
there is a problem that color information of R

signals, G signals and B signals leaks and
colors at boundaries of R signals, G signals

and B signals appear on a color image signal.
For example, in the case of a Bayer type solid-
state imaging device in which filter windows
are disposed on the pixels in two lines along
the horizontal direction on the pixel plane,

there is a problem that colors (e.g., magenta,
red and blue) at boundaries of the respective

colors appear in the color image signal as
shown in FIG. 8A. To avoid this, there is

proposed a method of disposing filter windows
on pixels in at least two lines along the
horizontal direction on the pixel plane.

Specifically, there is proposed a method of
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disposing filter windows on pixels in two lines
along the horizontal direction on the pixel
plane, with a pitch in the vertical direction

between the filter windows being set smaller
than a pitch in the vertical direction between

two pixels on an image surface (see, for
example, Japanese Unex
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